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LINUX -MEMORY MANAGEMENT 

 Memory management under Linux has two components.  

 The first deals with allocating and freeing physical memory ‘s, groups of s, and 

small blocks of RAM.  

 The second handles virtual memory, which is memory- mapped into the address 

space of running processes.  

 In this section, we describe these two components and then examine the 

mechanisms  by  which  the  loadable  components  of  a  new  program are  brought  into  

a  process’s  virtual  memory  in response to an exec() system call. 

 

Management of Physical Memory 

Due to specific hardware constraints, Linux separates physical memory into four different 

zones, or regions: 

ZONE DMA  

ZONE DMA32 

ZONE NORMAL  

ZONE HIGHMEM 

These zones are architecture specific.  

  For example, on the Intel x86-32 architec-ture, certain ISA (industry standard 

architecture) devices can only access the lower 16 MB of physical memory using DMA.  

  On these systems, the first 16 MB of physical memory comprise ZONE DMA.  

 On other systems, certain devices can only access the first 4 GB  of  physical  memory,  

despite supporting 64-bit  addresses.  On such systems,  the first  4  GB  of  physical  

memory  comprise ZONE DMA32. ZONE HIGHMEM (for “high memory”) refers to physical 

memory that is not mapped into the kernel address space.  

  For example, on the 32-bit Intel architecture (where 232 provides a 4-GB address 

space), the kernel is mapped into the first 896 MB of the address space; the remaining 

memory is referred to as high memory and is allocated from ZONE HIGHMEM. Finally, 

ZONE NORMAL comprises everything else — the normal, regularly  mapped s.  
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 Whether an architecture has a given zone depends on its constraints. A modern, 

64-bit architecture such as Intel x86-64 has a small 16 MB ZONE DMA (for legacy devices) 

and all the rest of its memory in ZONE NORMAL, with no “high memory”. 

The relationship of zones and physical addresses on the Intel x86-32 architecture is shown 

in Figure 5.3. The kernel maintains a  list  of free s for  each zone.  When a request  for  

physical memory arrives,  the kernel satisfies the request using the appropriate zone. 

 The primary physical-memory manager in the Linux kernel is the   allocator. Each 

zone has its own allocator, which  is  responsible  for  allocating  and  freeing  all  physical  

s  for  the  zone  and  is  capable  of  allocating  ranges  of physically  contiguous  s  on  

request.   

 The  allocator  uses  a  buddy  system  (Section  9.8.1)  to  keep  track  of  available 

physical s. In this scheme, adjacent units of allocatable memory are paired together 

(hence its name). Each allocatable memory region  has  an  adjacent  partner  (or  buddy).   

 Whenever  two  allocated  partner  regions  are  freed  up,  they  are combined to 

form a larger region — a buddy heap. That larger region also has a partner, with which it 

can combine to form a still larger free region. Conversely, if a small memory request 

cannot be satisfied by allocation of an existing small free region, then a larger free region 

will be subdivided into two partners to satisfy the request.  

 Separate linked lists are used to record the  free  memory regions  of  each allowable 

size.  Under Linux,  the smallest  size allocatable under this mechanism is a single physical 

. Figure 5.3 shows an example of buddy-heap allocation.  

 A 4-KB region is being allocated,  but the smallest  available region is 16 KB. The 

region is broken up recursively until a  piece of the desired size is available. 
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 Ultimately,  all  memory  allocations  in  the  Linux  kernel  are  made  either  

statically,  by  drivers  that  reserve  a contiguous area of memory during system boot 

time, or dynamically, by the  allocator. However, kernel functions do not have to use the 

basic allocator  to reserve memory.  

 Several specialized memory-management subsystems use the underlying   allocator 

to man-age their own pools of memory. The most important are the virtual memory 

system, the kmalloc() variable-length allocator; the slab allocator, used for allocating 

memory for kernel data structures; and   the cache, used for caching s belonging to files. 

 Many components of the Linux operating system need to allocate entire s on 

request, but often smaller blocks of  memory are required.  The kernel provides an 

additional allocator  for arbitrary-sized requests,  where the size of a request is not known 

in advance and may be only a few bytes.  

 Analogous to the C language’s malloc() function, this kmalloc() service allocates 

entire physical s on demand but then splits them into smaller pieces. The kernel maintains 

lists of s in use by the kmalloc() service. Allocating memory involves determining the 

appropriate list and either taking the  first  free  piece  available  on  the  list  or  allocating  

a  new   and  splitting  it  up.   

 Memory  regions  claimed  by  the kmalloc()  system are  allocated  permanently  

until  they  are  freed  explicitly  with  a  corresponding  call  to  kfree();  the kmalloc() 

system cannot reallocate or reclaim these regions in response to memory shortages. 

 Another strategy adopted by Linux for allocating kernel memory is known as slab 

allocation. A slab is used for allocating memory for kernel data structures and is made up 

of one or more physically contiguous s.  

 A cache consists of one or more slabs. There is a single cache for each unique kernel 

data structure — for example, a cache for the data structure representing process 

descriptors, a cache for file objects, a cache for inodes, and so forth. 
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 Each cache is populated with objects that are instantiations of the kernel data 

structure the cache represents. For  example,  the  cache representing inodes  stores  

instances  of  inode structures,  and the cache representing  process descriptors stores 

instances of process descriptor structures.  

 The relationship among slabs, caches, and objects is shown in Figure 5.5. The figure 

shows two kernel objects 3 KB in size and three objects 7 KB in size. These objects are 

stored in the respective caches for 3-KB and 7-KB objects. 

 The slab-allocation algorithm uses caches to store kernel objects. When a cache is 

created, a number of objects are allocated to the cache. The number of objects in the 

cache depends on the size of the associated slab.  

 For example, a 12-KB slab (made up of three contiguous 4-KB s) could store six 2-KB 

objects. Initially, all the objects in the cache are marked as free. When a new object for a 
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kernel data structure is needed, the allocator can assign any free object from the cache 

to satisfy the request. The object assigned from the cache is marked as used. 

 Let’s  consider  a  scenario  in  which  the  kernel  requests  memory  from  the  slab  

allocator  for  an  object representing a process descriptor. In Linux systems, a process 

descriptor is of the type struct task struct, which requires approximately 1.7 KB of 

memory.  When the Linux kernel creates a new task, it requests the necessary memory 

for the struct task struct object from its cache. The cache will fulfill the request using a 

struct task struct object that has already been allocated in a slab and is marked as free. 

 In Linux, a slab may be in one of three possible states: Full. All objects in the slab 

are marked as used. Empty. All objects in the slab are marked as free. 

Partial. The slab consists of both used and free objects. 

 The slab allocator first attempts to satisfy the request with a free object in a partial 

slab. If none exist, a free object is assigned from an empty slab. If no empty slabs are 

available, a new slab is allocated from contiguous physical s and assigned to a cache; 

memory for the object is allocated from this slab.  

 Two other main subsystems in Linux do their own management of physical s: the  

cache and the virtual memory system. These systems are closely related to each other. 

The  cache is the kernel’s main cache for files and is the main mechanism through which 

I/O to block devices is performed.  

 File systems of all types, including the native Linux disk- based file systems and the 

NFS networked file system, perform their I/O through the  cache. The  cache stores entire 

s of  file  contents  and  is  not  limited  to  block  devices.   

 It can  also  cache  networked  data.  The  virtual  memory  system manages  the  

contents  of  each  process’s  virtual  address  space.  These  two  systems  interact  closely  

with  each  other because reading a  of data into the  cache requires mapping s in the  

cache using the virtual memory system. 

 

Virtual Memory 

 The Linux virtual memory system is responsible for maintaining the address space 

accessible to each process. It creates s of virtual memory on demand and manages loading 

those s from disk and swapping them back out to disk as required.  
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 Under Linux, the virtual memory manager maintains two separate views of a 

process’s address space: as a set of separate regions and as a set of s. The first view of an 

address space is the logical view, describing instructions that the virtual memory system 

has  received  concerning  the  layout  of  the  address  space.   

 In  this  view,  the  address  space  consists  of  a  set  of non overlapping regions,  

each region representing a  continuous,  -aligned subset  of the address space.   

 Each region is described internally by a single vm area struct structure that defines 

the properties of the region, including the process’s read, write, and execute permissions 

in the region as well as information about any files associated with the region.  

 The regions for each address space are linked into a balanced binary tree to allow 

fast lookup of the region corresponding to any virtual address. 

 The kernel also maintains a second, physical view of each address space. This view 

is stored in the hardware tables for the process. The -table entries identify the exact 

current location of each  of virtual memory, whether it is on disk or in physical memory.  

 The physical view is managed by a set of routines, which are invoked   from the 

kernel’s software-interrupt handlers whenever a process tries to access a   that is not 

currently present in the   tables.  

 Each vm area struct in the address-space description contains a field pointing to a 

table of functions that implement the  key - management  functionality  for  any  given  

virtual  memory  region.  All  requests  to  read  or  write  an  unavailable    are eventually 

dispatched to the appropriate handler in the function table for the vm area struct, so that 

the central memory- management routines do not have to know the details of managing 

each possible type of memory region. 

 

 

Virtual Memory Regions 

 Linux implements several types of virtual memory regions. One property that 

characterizes virtual memory is the backing store for the region, which  describes  where 

the s  for  the region come from.   

 Most memory regions  are backed either by a file or by nothing. A region backed by 

nothing is the simplest type of virtual memory region. Such a region represents demand-
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zero memory: when a process tries to read a  in such a region, it is simply given back a  of 

memory filled with zeros. 

 A region backed by a file acts as a viewport onto a section of that file. Whenever 

the process tries to access a within that region, the  table is filled with the address of a  

within the kernel’s  cache corresponding to the appropriate offset in the file.  

 The same  of physical memory is used by both the  cache and the process’s   tables, 

so any changes made to the file by the file system are immediately visible to any processes 

that have mapped that file into their address space.  

 Any number of processes can map the same region of the same file, and they will 

all end up using the same  of physical memory for the purpose. 

 A virtual memory region is also defined by its reaction to writes. The mapping of a 

region into the process’s address space can be either private or shared. If a process writes 

to a privately mapped region, then the r detects that a copy-on-write is  necessary to  keep  

the changes  local  to the process.   

 In contrast,  writes  to a  shared region  result  in updating of the object mapped 

into that region, so that the change will be visible immediately to any other process that 

is mapping that object. 

 

Lifetime of a Virtual Address Space 

 The kernel creates a new virtual address space in two situations: when a process 

runs a new program with the exec() system call and when a new process is created by the 

fork() system call. The first case is easy. When a new program is executed, the process is 

given a new, completely empty virtual address space. It is up to the routines  for loading 

the program to populate the address space with virtual memory regions. 

 The  second  case,  creating  a  new  process  with  fork(),  involves  creating  a  

complete  copy  of  the  existing process’s virtual address space. The kernel copies the 

parent process’s vm area struct descriptors, then creates a new set of  tables for the child.  

 The parent’s  tables are copied directly into the child’s, and the reference count of 

each  covered is incremented. Thus, after the fork, the parent and child share the same 

physical s of memory in their address spaces. 

 A special case occurs when the copying operation reaches a virtual memory region 

that is mapped privately. Any s to which the parent process has written within such a 
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region are private, and subsequent changes to these s by either the parent or the child 

must not update the  in the other process’s address space.  

 When the - table entries for such regions are copied, they are set to be read only 

and are marked for copy-on-write. As long as neither process modifies these s, the two 

processes share the same  of physical memory.  

 However, if either process tries to modify a copy-on- write , the reference count on 

the  is checked. If the  is still shared, then the process copies the ’s contents to a brand- 

new   of physical memory and uses its copy instead.   

 This  mechanism ensures that private data s are shared between processes 

whenever possible and copies are made only when absolutely necessary. 

 

Swapping and Paging 

 An important task for a virtual memory system is to relocate s of memory from 

physical memory out to disk when that memory is needed.  Early UNIX systems performed 

this relocation by swapping out the contents of  entire processes  at  once,  but  modern  

versions  of  UNIX  rely  more  on  paging  —  the  movement  of  individual  s  of  virtual 

memory between physical memory and disk.   

 Linux  does  not  implement  whole-process  swapping;  it  uses  the newer paging 

mechanism exclusively. 

 The paging system can be divided into two sections. First, the policy algorithm 

decides which s to write out to disk and when to write them.   

 Second,  the paging  mechanism carries out the transfer  and s  data  back into 

physical memory when they are needed again. 

 Linux’s out policy uses a modified version of the standard clock (or second-chance) 

algorithm. Under Linux, a multiple-pass clock is used, and every  has an age that is 

adjusted on each pass of the clock. 

  The age is more precisely a measure of the ’s youthfulness, or how much activity 

the  has seen recently. Frequently accessed s will attain a higher age value, but the age of 

infrequently accessed s will drop toward zero with each pass. This age valuing allows the 

r to select s to  out based on a least frequently used (LFU) policy. 
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 The  paging  mechanism supports  paging  both  to  dedicated  swap  devices  and  

partitions  and  to  normal  files, although swapping to a  file is significantly slower  due to 

the extra overhead incurred by the file system.   

 Blocks  are allocated from the swap devices according to a bitmap of used blocks, 

which is maintained in physical memory at all times.  The  allocator  uses  a  next-fit  

algorithm to  try  to  write  out  s  to  continuous  runs  of  disk  blocks  for  improved 

performance.  

 The allocator records the fact that a   has been d out to disk by using a feature of 

the  tables on modern processors:  the  -table  entry’s  -not-present  bit  is  set,  allowing  

the  rest  of  the  -table  entry  to  be  filled  with  an  index identifying where the  has been 

written. 

 

Kernel Virtual Memory 

 Linux reserves for its own internal use a constant, architecture-dependent region 

of the virtual address space of every process.  The -table entries that  map to these kernel 

s are marked as protected,  so that the  s are not visible or modifiable when the processor 

is running in user mode. This kernel virtual memory area contains two regions.  

 The first is a static area that contains -table references to every available physical  

of memory in the system, so that a simple translation from physical to virtual addresses 

occurs when kernel code is run. The core of the kernel, along with all s allocated by the 

normal  allocator, resides in this region. 

 The remainder of the kernel’s reserved section of address space is not reserved for 

any specific purpose. - table entries in this address range can be modified by the kernel 

to point to any other areas of memory. The kernel provides a pair of facilities that allow 

kernel code to use this virtual memory.  

 The vmalloc() function allocates an arbitrary number of  physical  s  of  memory  that  

may  not  be  physically  contiguous  into  a  single  region  of  virtually  contiguous  kernel 

memory. The vremap() function maps a sequence of virtual addresses to point to an area 

of memory used by a device driver for memory-mapped I/O. 
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Execution and Loading of User Programs 

 The Linux kernel’s execution of user programs is triggered by a call to the exec() 

system call. This exec() call commands the kernel to run a new program within the current 

process, completely overwriting the current execution context  with the initial context  of 

the  new program.   

 The first  job of this system service is to verify that the calling process has permission 

rights to the file being executed. Once that matter has been checked, the kernel invokes 

a loader routine to start running the program. The loader does not necessarily load the 

contents of the program file into physical 

memory, but it does at least set up the mapping of the program into virtual memory. 

 There is no single routine in Linux for loading a new program. Instead, Linux 

maintains a table of possible loader functions, and it gives each such function the 

opportunity to try loading the given file when an exec() system call is made.  The initial 

reason for  this loader  table was that,  between the releases of the 1.0 and 1.2 kernels,  

the standard format  for  Linux’s  binary files  was  changed.   

 Older  Linux  kernels  understood the a.out  format  for  binary files  —  a relatively 

simple format common on older  UNIX systems.  Newer  Linux systems use the more 

modern  ELF format, now  supported  by  most  current  UNIX  implementations.  ELF  has  

a  number  of  advantages  over  a.out,  including flexibility  and  extendability.  New  

sections  can  be  added  to  an  ELF  binary  (for  example,  to  add  extra  debugging 

information)  without  causing  the  loader  routines  to  become  confused.  By  allowing  

registration  of  multiple  loader routines, Linux can easily support the ELF and a.out binary 

formats in a single running system. 

 

Mapping of Programs into Memory 

 Under Linux, the binary loader does not load a binary file into physical memory. 

Rather, the s of the binary file are mapped into regions of virtual memory. Only when the 

program tries to access a given   will a   fault result in the loading of that  into physical 

memory using demand paging. 

 It is the responsibility of the kernel’s binary loader to set up the initial memory 

mapping. An ELF-format binary file  consists  of  a  header  followed  by  several  -aligned  

sections.   
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 The  ELF  loader  works  by  reading  the  header  and mapping the sections of the 

file into separate regions of virtual memory. 

   

 Figure 5.6 shows the typical layout of memory regions set up by the ELF loader. In 

a reserved region at one end of the address  space  sits  the  kernel,  in  its  own  privileged  

region  of  virtual  memory  inaccessible  to  normal  user-mode programs.   

 The  rest  of  virtual  memory  is  available  to  applications,  which  can  use  the  

kernel’s  memory-mapping functions to create regions that map a portion of a file or that 

are available for application data. 

 The loader’s job is to set up the initial memory mapping to allow the execution of 

the program to start. The regions that need to be initialized include the stack and the 

program’s text and data regions. 

 The stack is created at the top of the user-mode virtual memory; it grows downward 

toward lower-numbered addresses. It includes copies of the arguments and environment 

variables given to the program in the exec() system call. The other regions are created 

near the bottom end of virtual memory.  

 The sections of the binary file that contain program  text  or  read-only  data  are  

mapped  into  memory  as  a  write-protected  region.  Writable  initialized  data  are 

mapped next; then any uninitialized data are mapped in as a private demand-zero region. 

 Directly beyond these fixed-sized regions is a variable-sized region that programs 

can expand as needed to hold data allocated at run time. Each process has a pointer, brk, 
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that points to the current extent of this data region, and processes can extend or contract 

their brk region with a single system call— sbrk(). 

 Once these mappings have been set up, the loader initializes the process’s program-

counter register with the starting point recorded in the ELF header, and the process can 

be scheduled. 

 

Static and Dynamic Linking 

 Once the program has been loaded and has started running, all the necessary 

contents of the binary file have been  loaded  into the process’s  virtual address  space.  

However,  most  programs  also need to run functions  from the system libraries, and 

these library functions must also be loaded.  

 In the simplest case, the necessary library functions are embedded directly in the 

program’s executable binary file. Such a program is statically linked to its libraries, and 

statically linked executables can commence running as soon as they are loaded. 

 The  main  disadvantage  of  static  linking is  that  every  program generated  must  

contain copies  of  exactly the same common system library functions. It is much more 

efficient, in terms of both physical memory and disk-space usage, to load the system 

libraries into memory only once. Dynamic linking allows that to happen. 

 Linux  implements  dynamic  linking in user  mode through a  special linker  library.  

Every dynamically linked program contains  a  small,  statically  linked function that  is  

called  when the program starts. This  static  function just maps  the  link  library  into  

memory  and  runs  the  code  that  the  function  contains.   

 The  link  library  determines  the dynamic libraries required by the program and the 

names of the variables and functions needed from those libraries by reading the 

information contained in sections of the ELF binary. It then maps the libraries into the 

middle of virtual memory and resolves the references to the symbols contained in those 

libraries.  It does not  matter  exactly where in memory these shared libraries are mapped: 

they are compiled into position-independent code (PIC), which can run at any address in 

memory. 

 

 


